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About This Game

Detective Grimoire has been called to investigate a murder. The owner of a small tourist attraction, found deep within the heart
of the marshes, seemingly killed by the very mythical creature his attraction is based around... Explore the surrounding area,

inspect the scene of the crime, grill the suspects, solve puzzles, search for clues and uncover the secret of the swamp!

Features

A mixture of investigating and puzzle gameplay, designed with mouse/touch in mind

Assemble Grimoire's thoughts to reach conclusions about the case

A fully voiced and animated cast of characters to interrogate

Beautiful digitally painted environments to explore

Award nominated original orchestral soundtrack
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Web Browser game. putrefaction 2 is an fps that attempts to recapture the magic of the 90s shooter, it's not finished yet, having
5 levels all of which however are decent in length. It's a really fun game marred by bugs at the moment, but thankfully none of
the ones that I've encountered have been horifically game breaking. comparing it to other games, I'd say its quake 2 meets
painkiller/serious sam and turok the dinosaur hunter.

Pro's:
The game is fun, fast and fluid. Movement feels good most of the time, (though I'll touch on that in the cons) and the weapons
are all fun to use.

All enemies use projectile weapons, not a bloody hitscamming enemy in sight. (thank bloody God)

Every level thus far is unique, and whilst they typically adhere to a theme they all look and feel different.

The level design is open and non linear, there's gibs and blood, no taking cover, no reloading, it's classic 90s fun.

Con's:
The game is buggy, enemies phasing through the environment at times and getting stuck on nothing, and the hit detection doesn't
always seem to work.

I've gotten stuck on pieces of the environment, especially level 5.

level 5 has halls that are to cramped and short.

The shotguns animation doesn't link up with it's audio, as the player ♥♥♥♥♥ the gun before the sound even plays.

The third level has a boss, which is a passable boss, not great but not bad. But what destroys it is that your given no ammo
before entering, and the ammo present in the area isn't enough to get by on. I scoured the level just to get all the ammo I could
before entering, and by the time I had beaten it, I was completely out of ammo for all but a measly 10 with my pistol, and I had
to fall back on the boss rooms resources. Meaning even the extra ammo was barely enough.

I'm packing a gtx 1070, and this game still dips in the framerate department on occasion, especially in level 5.

This games visuals are... inconsistent. It has no solid style, with some enemies and weapons looking pretty cartoonish when
compared to the rest.

Some of the environments are baron, just large open spaces with nothing.
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Verdict:
whilst its had its problems, its an early build, so issues are expected. I enjoyed my time with the game thus far, and can't wait to
see what's yet to come.

Seriously though, hammer down on the bugs, they're not game breaking but they are painfully noticable and mildly irritating.. At
first blush you might think Stop Santa - Tower Defense is a simple, inexpensive Christmas game. But deeper inspection reveals
its true nature -- this is actually a clever psychological experiment testing the player's ability to defer gratification! Being a
lifelong gamer myself, defering gratification is a concept that is foreign to me, and predictably I was not able to Stop Santa. Still
for those readers who are interested in pushing their mental limits, or just avid Christmas fans, I give Stop Santa - Tower
Defense two thumbs up.. This is a difficult puzzle game superimposed on evocative dadaist art. It's not really an “adventure”
because there's no real story nor interaction beyond the puzzles. Despite the difficulty, all the puzzles are logical and can be
solved with enough patience and thought. They are not groundbreaking, but are original, well designed, and very satisfying. The
game world has a memorable underlying cohesion, but don't expect the breathtaking scope and grandeur of Myst. Still, those
who enjoy that kind of deliberate puzzle solving will surely enjoy LEAVES as a tasty little snack.

My caveats are about bugs and controls. Annoyingly, sometimes the “back” button doesn't work, but at least there is a
workaround: go into the menu and return to the game. Not fun. The controls are terribly designed: accessing the in-game
inventory requires you to click on a tiny little handle, which often appears on top of objects in the game. Also not fun.. One of
the best rhythm games on Steam!
If you like rhythm games go and buy it right now.
Sadly a lot of people never heard of this game, and I found it accidentally on a news post on moddb.

Quality is solid, has a great ingame latency adjustment and feedback.
Great original music!

Cool interesting story as well, but if you don't care about that you can just do free-play.

Gameplay is a mix of rhythm and "racing", the rhythm gameplay is like Beatmania\/DJMAX and Sound Voltex.

Overall great game and needs more exposure for sure!. great bus, i would like it to be updated with the o405 rain effects.

actually i like more this add-on than the 0405 because if you have already bought the 3 generations add-on you have more than 5
buses which are the 0405 with different configurations.
. Five Rooms, more like, Four Rooms!
10 minutes to beat casually excluding the 2 retires required due to getting stuck behind objects.
This dev has also had 3 games taken off Steam for being terrible and scandalous acts.
Carried by globals.

I've officially beaten the game in 39.75
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=4xoJ71CE6r4
Remember that this game is $1. Would be worth the money if it worked. It doesn't though, I've tried it on three computers now
and on each one there was some bug that made it worthless.. It's a very interesting game, but the finishes are pretty complicated
as it's almost the same without too much change on the story.. I really enjoyed this. I loved The Banner Saga and this seemed
similar so it was inevitable that I would give it a shot. It is somewhat short, yet the atmosphere of the game is excellent and
while very similar to TBS in visual style, it is still pleasing and fresh to look at.

 The combat can be very hard on higher difficulties (played through one second hardest myself) but is very rewarding as a result
of this. A somewhat confusing save system had me replaying quite a hard mission at one point but I actually didn't mind because
I enjoyed the combat a lot. There isn't a huge amount of unit variety but I personally didn't mind this too much either because of
the generally epic feel of the fights.
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Worth the price in my opinion and I would gladly purchase a sequel :)
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As the 'Zen' name implies, this is a very simplistic game where the goal is to carefully manipulate a 3D object in order to wrap it
in twine. But as someone who dabbles in real physical arts and DIY, the experience falls way short and quickly gets boring..
Great space paint jobs pack.

New Idea: ETS2 and ATS Unique Cargo DLC

Truckers would you like to haul cargo of:

1. rare birds ?
2. sick animals?
3. endangered animals ?
4. marine animals ?
5. dinosaurs or fossils to museums or export ?

THANK YOU.. I want to start this review by saying I love the first game, like so many others. I thought it was a near-perfect
game, at least for me. It had all of the elements, visually, psychologically, thematically, and gameplay wise, that I wanted in a
horror experience. It was and still is one of my favorite horror titles.

Layers of Fear 2 plays like someone explained the first game badly to someone tho played a Slenderman game once and grew up
watching silent movies. Most of what I liked about the first game is either badly copied or not here at all. The voice acting is
decent, yes, but doesn't contribute to the environment. COntrols are a little bulky, but I really only had issue with them during
the chase scenes.

Or, should I say, scene. My god, the first chase scene. I went through it five times, because half of it you can't see (black and
white only works either in sparse amounts, or as the filter for the entire game. This half-and-half is annoying and just makes it
super hard to find your way around. Not to mention you have a tiny window for error no matter how well you run the gauntlet. I
mean less than 3-4 seconds.

Overall, this game feels like someone waved a can of La Croix over LoF 1 and then poured it in my breakfast cereal. Never
have I asked for a refund so fast.. to begin with this is not the exact game from the first ps1 version. There are several major
differences. The first main point is the new enimies. The second is that there are at least two dungeons in the same land. The
game has good graphics and plays fairly well. I overall have enjoyed it so far. The gameplay is enjoyable.Now the drawbacks.
The problem with larger resolution screens needs to be addressed. The lack of a layout and or configuration is appalling. The
changes to the merchants for the most part are acceptable. The inability to sell reliques is rather terrible. The inability to stack
potions and food is rather terrible as well. The lycanthrope skill has been removed to my knowledge so far, as it may be for
better or worse. The fog of war in black is terrible as is the ability for casters to hit doors, walls, the floor and miss entirely the
enemy target. I give this a 6 out of 10.. Good game with great story. Just that i do not understand a single player game why does
it require internet connection for saving and loading. its frustrating and irritating when i get disconnected and forced to quit the
game.. A mouse wears a hat.
7/10 Rubber Chickens. I was looking for a fourth wall breaking horror experience. The puzzles are nice, not too difficult, but
not easy enough to hold your hand. It should last you about an hour or two. The reason I wouldn't recommend it is because the
story had so much potential to be expanded upon. Without spoiling anything, it's just a disjointed mess. I get the general idea
about "art being subjective", but I was expecting much more plotwise.. I only bought this game because of its name (in Czech
(and Polak) the word 'curva' ressembles of the word 'kurva' which is a swear word).

Originally I also though I would be capable of getting all the achivements - because there is only few of them. Oh boy, I have
never been so wrong in my entire life. Last few achivements proved themselves to be really hard to get.

Gameplay itself is pretty okay, the game runs smoothly and I have generally positive feelings about the game.
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